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It's the time-honored classic formula. Boy meets girl. Girl invites boy, and four other dudes, back to

her place. Boy thinks it's weird, but agrees because girl is smokin' hot. Girl turns out to be a demon

who wants to suck boys' souls out through their dicks.
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*If you couldnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t tell by the title, thereÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s some cursing and sex in

this one.*What happens when a female elf shows interest in Cooper, the offensive orc barbarian of

the group? Of course it turns out to be a demonic woman only interested in devouring the groups

souls. It's fun to see how the group gets out of this one making as many sex jokes as possible along

the way.Score: 7 out of 10.

Yet another short story with our favorite crew of misfits. Glad there are still stories to tell about them!



These short stories are the best way to be introduced to the world of C&C and the author's writing

style and personality. Always have a good laugh while reading these stories. Highly recommend you

read all the other books in this series as well. You won't be sorry!

My goodness I love the one liner slash dirty humor that's makes this team of retard rejects great.

Horses, sex orgies, and toilet humor make these books golden every time.

He pulls me back in! I very much enjoyed this one. Lots of laughs and entertainment for less than a

buck.

I was hoping for another 30-40 pages of sarcasm and satire set in the world of C&C, and Bevan

didn't disappoint.

Robert is a great writer and has a twisted sense of humor like me. Can not wait to read more of his

stuff

After you've read the title for Bevan's latest entry into the canon of Failure, I kinda feel like a

review/synopsis is redundant: you know what you're getting. Is it filled with laugh-out-loud

moments? Yes. Does it make jokes about the capaciousness of Dave's mum's reproductive

organs? Of course it does: re-read the title. If the world where to end in fiery conflagration tomorrow

would I be satisfied that this was the last piece of literature I ever read? Absolutely: best choice I

could make.

Robert Bevan does it again with his latest short story in the Caverns & Creatures universe.Lots of

fun in this tale of what happens when you meet the "wrong type of woman" in a bar.
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